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Webinar hosted by REV Connect

• Brings companies and New York’s electric utilities together to accelerate 
innovation, adopt new business models and technologies, and advance 
New York State’s Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) goals. 

• Helps companies that offer distributed energy and smart grid solutions 
connect with utilities to develop high quality REV demonstrations and other 
innovative projects. 

• Shares good practices and convenes market participants to enhance the 
culture of innovation and collaboration in the energy sector. 

Value to 
Customer

Value to Utility
Value to 
Market 
Partner
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Housekeeping

• Participant microphones will be muted throughout the presentation.

• Participants can submit questions throughout the presentation by using the GotoWebinar
control panel.

• Presenters will address submitted questions during the Q&A session.
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Agenda

1. REV Connect Innovation Sprint Overview

2. Sprint Kickoff: Clean Heating & Cooling

3. New York Utility Focus Areas

4. Submit Your Idea!
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Introductions

Louis Rizzo
Residential Energy 
Efficiency Programs 
Manager, 
National Grid

Catherine Griffin
REV Demonstration Team 
Project Specialist,
Con Edison

Scott Bochenek
Smart Grid Programs 
Manager,
NYSEG and RG&E

Vanessa Ulmer
Senior Project Manager,
NYSERDA

Dan Bradley
Director-in-Charge,
Navigant

Luke Kopyar
Business Energy Solutions 
Program Administrator,
Orange & Rockland

Donovan Gordon
Clean Heating and Cooling 
Director,
NYSERDA

Laura Butler
Director of Digital 
Customer Experience, 
Central Hudson
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REV Connect Innovation Sprint 
Overview
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Innovation Sprint Overview

To drive outcomes, we are implementing Innovation Sprints in 2018 – time-bound calls for submissions targeted at 
specific opportunities with NY investor-owned utilities. 
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Innovation Sprint Topics

Clean Heating and Cooling

Multiple Innovation Sprints are planned, in alignment with utility and New York State priorities 
for 2018.

Mar Apr May June July Aug

Electrification of Transportation

Innovative Energy Efficiency

Energy Storage

REV Connect supports rolling submissions of innovative ideas across various topics regardless of their connection to an active Innovation Sprint. 
Learn more about Innovation Opportunities on the REV Connect portal.

Subscribe to the 
REV Connect 
mailing list for 

updates on 
priority utility 

needs, including 
current 

opportunity for 
Leveraging the 

AMI Network for 
Smart City 

Projects

https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/
https://nyrevconnect.com/subscribe/
https://nyrevconnect.com/ami-communications-con-edison-orange-rocklands/
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High-Quality Submissions

• If you have a product, service, or business model that can create and share added value among 
customers, third parties, and utilities, submit an idea to REV Connect. 

• REV Connect seeks ideas that help advance REV goals and share the value that is created by: 
• Addressing an unmet need
• Offering a superior solution
• Lowering existing costs
• Enabling utilities and market solution providers to offer increased value to customers

• Review criteria before submitting.
• Viability of Business Model  Strong value proposition
• Utility Partnership Structure  Innovation beyond conventional vendor relationship
• Submitter Capability Relevant experience
• Advancement of REV  Addresses REV Objectives and DSP capabilities
• Uniqueness of Innovation  Differentiated from conventional solutions

Value to 
Customer

Value to Utility
Value to 
Market 
Partner

Market players should submit win-win-win ideas optimizing value to all.

https://nyrevconnect.com/submit-an-idea/
https://nyrevconnect.com/idea-criteria/
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Sprint Kickoff: 
Clean Heating & Cooling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Topic Overview

Our first Sprint is calling for submissions for innovative business models to animate the market 
for Clean Heating & Cooling solutions in New York.

Example Solutions
• Market-based, low-cost financing 

options for heat pumps
• Providing heat pump solutions that 

target customers identified through 
utility analytics

• Building and operating community 
and district projects such as 
geothermal loop fields

Importance to NY Utilities
• Manage heating and cooling load to 

minimize infrastructure investment 
requirements

• Support the decarbonization of 
heating and cooling

• Take advantage of new markets and 
opportunities for revenue 
diversification

Participant Benefits
• Preparation for Con Edison Gas 

Innovation RFI, and NYSEG and 
RG&E Non-Pipeline Alternatives 
RFP

• Invitation-only workshop with NY 
utilities

• Direct input and feedback from 
utilities and REV Connect
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Sprint Schedule

The Sprint will take place over a two-month period, with submissions due March 29 and a 
workshop held in New York City in April.
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Why Clean Heating & Cooling?

• Heat pumps can help decarbonize the heating and cooling 
sector by:

1. Cooling at greater efficiency than air-conditioning (thus 
reducing electricity use);

2. Replacing fossil heating by heat pump heating, 
resulting in significant carbon savings even at current 
grid carbon intensity, and further carbon savings in 
future as power generation decarbonizes further.

• Achieving REV goal of 40% greenhouse gas reduction by 
2030 will likely require heat pump sales to exceed 50% by 
2030 as a percentage of end of life HVAC sales

A ground-source heat pump in a single-family residential building saves 7 tons of CO2e per annum, increasing to 10 tons 
once the grid is decarbonized

HVAC solutions account for around one-third of New York State’s energy consumption and 
carbon emissions.

• Currently heat pumps occupy a niche position with a sales 
rate of only ~1%

• Lack of cost effectiveness (from the customer’s point of 
view) is the key adoption barrier; in addition to pursuing cost 
reductions, both grid and carbon value of heat pumps would 
need to be monetized as a prerequisite to increasing uptake

• The annual end-of-life HVAC replacement market in NY 
totals more than 200,000 residential installations, equating to 
annual market value of around $8 billion in the residential 
sector alone if met entirely by GSHP, or $3 billion if met by 
ASHP; the non-residential HVAC market equals almost twice 
that size

Beneficial electrification Heat pump market in New York
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The policy framework

• Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) Program [PON 3635 $10.95M] NYSERDA will provide up to $10.95 million in incentives to participating installers 
for the installation of program qualified ASHP systems in residential sites to include single-family and multifamily buildings through 2020. Incentives of 
$500 per installed program qualified ASHP system are available only to participating installers on a first-come, first-served basis, up to $500,000 per 
participating installer.

• Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP) Rebate Program [PON 3620 $15M] Offers $15 million to support the installation of GSHP systems at 
residential, commercial, institutional, and industrial buildings. Funding is available only to eligible designers and installers of renewable heating and 
cooling systems that have been approved by NYSERDA through June 2019. 

• Clean Heating & Cooling Communities Campaigns [PON 3723 / $1.3 Million Available] Support for communities to increase customer awareness 
of RH&C technologies, reduce installed costs, and jump-start the market by implementing multi-year campaigns consisting of community-based 
outreach and education focused on CH&C.

• Geothermal Clean Energy Challenge [$3.5 Million Available] NYSERDA and NYPA will identify the best candidates for large, multi-building 
geothermal ground-source heat pump installations by providing free technical assistance and financial support. Open only to qualified colleges and 
universities, K-12 schools, State and local governments, and hospitals in New York State.

• Cooperative Advertising and Promotions for HVAC Partners [PON 3694 / $1.5 Million] NYSERDA has made $1.5 million available to support 
advertising, special promotions and/or events, including training, for eligible HVAC technologies. NYSERDA’s Cooperative Advertising and Promotion 
Program for HVAC Partners offers incentives up to 50 percent of the total cost for educational and marketing promotion opportunities to eligible HVAC 
participants, such as HVAC manufacturers, HVAC distributors/vendors and HVAC installers participating in PON 3653: Air-Source Heat Pump 
Program or PON 3620: Ground-Source Heat Pump Rebate.

NYSERDA has launched a number of Clean Heating and Cooling programs and incentives.
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Examples of business models

• Long term lease agreement in which a third-party developer owns, operates, and maintains the system, 
while the end use customer agrees to host the technology on site.

• Thermal storage that provides a commercially viable thermal energy storage solution that stores heat energy 
on behalf of residential or commercial end-users.

• Heat exchange design and installation services for quality design and installation of heat pump systems
• Clean Heating & Cooling education and workforce training to ensure a knowledgeable workforce 

providing quality installations 

15

There is a wide range of business model ideas that we believe are suitable for the New York 
State market.
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New York Utility Focus Areas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Participating New York Utilities

Lou Rizzo
Residential Energy 
Efficiency Programs 
Manager, 
National Grid

Catherine Griffin
REV Demonstration Team 
Project Specialist,
Con Edison

Scott Bochenek
Smart Grid Programs 
Manager,
NYSEG and RG&E

Luke Kopyar
Business Energy Solutions 
Program Administrator,
Orange & Rockland

Laura Butler
Director of Digital 
Customer Experience, 
Central Hudson
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Con Edison

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• To prepare the market and provide feedback to submitters in advance of a formal RFI, which will be released in 

the second quarter of 2018

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Con Edison’s Gas Innovation Program RFI will consider new business models to accelerate adoption of clean 

heating technologies
• This program is not intended to provide substantial reduction to peak gas demand needs over the near term; it 

is intended to focus on scalable opportunities and inform the Company’s long-term strategy to mitigate the 
need for additional pipeline capacity
(continued)

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/consolidated-edison

Opportunity description available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/business-model-innovation-in-clean-thermal-solutions-con-edison
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Con Edison

PRIORITY INTERESTS (continued)
• Con Edison will consider any commercially-established clean thermal technology that can serve to 

economically reduce long-term peak demand for natural gas, without adversely impacting the local 
environment

• Con Edison is seeking regulatory approval for a budget of $10 million for the Gas Innovation program overall, 
and may seek to implement more than one proposal under the proposed budget

UTILITY CONTEXT
• Natural gas use in Con Edison’s service territory has grown substantially in recent years and further growth is 

forecasted in the coming years. Therefore, the company requires either additional pipeline capacity or 
alternative means to balance supply and demand on its natural gas system

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/consolidated-edison

Opportunity description available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/business-model-innovation-in-clean-thermal-solutions-con-edison
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NYSEG and RG&E

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• NYSEG and RG&E are interested in learning more about innovative programs to provide heating options to 

customers

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Leveraging existing programs and platforms with a focus on the Energy Smart Community 

UTILITY CONTEXT
• Open RFP for “non-pipes alternative” to address area with capacity constraints – proposals due by April 20th 
• Exploring heat pump water heater energy efficiency pilot opportunities 
• Open to other ideas related to clean heating and cooling 

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/nyseg-and-rge

Lansing Non-Pipes Alternatives Opportunity description available at:
http://nyseg.com/SuppliersAndPartners/NonWiresAlternatives/ProjectDocumentation.html
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National Grid

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Share information about the new National Grid “Electric Heat Initiative”
• Identify potential partners to scale air- and ground-source heat pump deployment

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Effective outreach to heating retrofit customers, and offerings to bundle heat pumps with EE retrofits
• Advanced approaches to Evaluation, Measurement, and Verification

UTILITY CONTEXT
• New Earnings Adjustment Mechanisms to incentivize CO2 reduction
• Significant penetration of non-gas heating, including electric and oil heating
• Largely suburban and rural territory with cold winter temperatures
• Flat load growth with minimal winter peak capacity constraints

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/national-grid

Opportunity description available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/electric-heat-initiative-national-grid/ 
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Central Hudson

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• Seeking innovative programs to provide heating options to customers in a more affordable way
• Beneficial heating provides one of the biggest opportunities to reduce carbon emissions for Central Hudson’s 

customers

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Bundle heating offerings with pricing and financing options to drive down costs

UTILITY CONTEXT
• 65% of residential customers use heating oil with no or limited access to gas
• Residential customers generally have space for heating options

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/central-hudson

Opportunity description available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/beneficial-heating-central-hudson/ 
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Orange & Rockland

SPRINT OBJECTIVES
• To solicit ideas and partnership opportunities that will inform future potential RFIs and REV demonstration 

projects

PRIORITY INTERESTS
• Supporting renewable heating and cooling technologies in areas where gas service is not available
• Reducing peak demand in new construction projects in areas with electric demand constraints

UTILITY CONTEXT
• Approximately 250,000 customers, with the majority being residential
• Heating in O&R’s service territory is split between natural gas and electric, with few customers using other 

fuels (e.g., propane, fuel oil); cooling is primarily electric
• Some localized constraints on the electric grid in the summer due to cooling load

Utility profile available at:
https://nyrevconnect.com/utility-profiles/or
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Submit Your Idea!
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Meet the people on 
the REV Connect 
facilitation team

Get started today!

Take action and submit your idea by March 29.
• What happens next? If your submission meets the minimum requirements, you will be invited to have a qualification 

consultation with a member of the REV Connect team. You will receive initial feedback and we will summarize your idea to 
the New York State investor-owned utilities and New York State energy-related agencies and authorities*

• Can I make more than one submission? Yes! There is no limit on the number of submissions a single company or 
individual can make. Each idea or business model concept should be submitted separately.

• Is it possible to work with REV Connect to modify an application after its submission? 
Yes, our REV Connect team will work with you to refine your idea after it has been submitted.

• What happens if I don’t meet criteria for facilitation or no utility is interested? For any idea submitted to REV 
Connect, regardless of how far it proceeds in our process, we will provide feedback on how the idea can be improved.

• What if my idea is not related to this Sprint topic or I miss the deadline? REV Connect accepts submissions related to 
any Innovation Opportunities on a rolling basis. You may submit early before a future Sprint and be eligible for that 
Sprint. If you miss the deadline for a Sprint, you may still submit and get many of the benefits of REV Connect participation, 
but you will miss out on Sprint-specific opportunities.

Visit the REV 
Connect portal to 
review materials
Subscribe for 
updates from REV 
Connect 
Contact us with any 
questions and read 
up on our FAQs

• This includes the Public Service Commission/Department of Public Service, NYSERDA, the Office of the Governor, 
the New York Power Authority, Long Island Power Authority (LIPA), and PSEG – Long Island as a contractor to LIPA.

https://nyrevconnect.com/

https://nyrevconnect.com/submit/
https://nyrevconnect.com/idea-criteria/
https://nyrevconnect.com/innovation-opportunities/
https://nyrevconnect.com/
https://nyrevconnect.com/subscribe/
https://nyrevconnect.com/contact/
https://nyrevconnect.com/about-rev-connect/frequently-asked-questions/
https://nyrevconnect.com/
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Q&A
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Thank you!
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